Smiling Jewish refugees wait to start their journey from Tangiers to Canada, Morocco, 1945. See more of Nicolás Muller’s photographs of refugees in Morocco in our newest photo gallery.

JDC Archives Launches Updated Website

Site features new content and a fresher look.

Family Researchers

JDC Archives Director to Present at International Genealogy Conference

JDC genealogy resources to be showcased at IAJGS conference in Warsaw.

Events and Happenings

Upcoming Lecture on Histories on the Fringe: Jewish DPs in Austria and
Koppel Pinson
Join us on August 29th, 6pm in NYC as we hear from 2016 Fred and Ellen Lewis/JDC Archives Fellow Dr. Laura Almagor.
Learn more and RSVP today.

A Scholarly Glimpse
A Historian Reflects on His Research about Soviet Jewish Transmigrants
Interview with JDC Archives Fellow Dr. Denis Kozlov.

Archives Treasure
JDC Artifacts and Ephemera Collection Database now Online
Discover collection treasures searchable in our online database.

Using the Archives
Exploring JDC History through “Our Stories”
Updated Archives website features new curated content.

Personal Stories
Recent Artifact Acquisition
Scrapbook unearthed snapshots of daily life in Shanghai for JDC aid recipients.

Have you checked out our Names Index?
The JDC Names Index
Explore your family history! Search over 500,000 names drawn from our historic documents and client lists with our newly added pedagogy. Find your...
The JDC Archives houses one of the world’s most significant collections of modern Jewish history. Comprising the organizational records of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), the world’s leading Jewish humanitarian organization, the Archives includes over 3 miles of text documents, 100,000 photographs, a research library of more than 5,000 books, 1,100 audio recordings including oral histories, and a video collection.

With records of activity in more than 90 countries dating from its founding in 1914 to the present, the JDC Archives has two centers, located in New York City and Jerusalem, and is open to the public by appointment. For more information, visit archives.jdc.org. For more information on JDC Archives Fellowships, visit the Fellowships page.
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